For more information on the Council’s current position, in
respect of Covid 19 please use this website: CLICK HERE
Please ensure any information you consult is from a reliable
source, including the NHS, or Public Health England.

Tuesday 15 June 2021

DAY SERVICES REOPENING
As you will be aware, stage four of the governments roadmap out of restrictions has been delayed
until 19 July 2021, four weeks after the initial proposal. As a result day service will not be able to
fullyreopen until this date. We still require your risk assessment to be submitted to the Covid19 Support Team via the email Covid19SupportTeam@bradford.gov.uk at your earliest
convenience in line with government guidance surrounding stage four of the roadmap. Any risk
assessments that have been submitted already have been categorised and we will begin to contact
anyone that requires a follow up shortly.
For those yet to submit their risk assessment, the Covid-19 Support Team will be contacting you
directly over the next two weeks. The aim will be to obtain and, where required, support with your
risk assessment in preparation of reopening your service partially or fully. Should you have any
issues in the meantime, please contact the team at the email address above or via our duty number
01274 431999. We are committed to working with you to support your service to re-commence.

TENDER READY SUPPORT
(GO4GROWTH PROGRAMME)
Bradford Council’s spend is approximately
£475m per year. We must ensure that we
comply with rules and regulations when we
are spending this money but know that this
can be a complex environment and difficult
for organisations to understand when they
want to do business with us.
Go4Growth is all about changing this and it
does so in two main ways. Firstly, by
working with smaller organisations and the
VCSE Go4Growth learns first-hand about
the issues and barriers they face and aims
to help them overcome these barriers
through offering guidance, tools, templates,
support and resources appropriate and
relevant to each individual organisation.
For more information, click HERE

To access, please see attached document in
the Provider Zone
Contents (Issue 1):
• Regional support offer meetings
• May Measurement Month: The
importance of home blood pressure
monitoring
• NIHR research funding opportunity: NHS
@home evaluation
• Using clinical judgement to assess
patients for COVID Oximetry @home
• Multilingual versions of pulse oximetry
patient video – please share
• NHS @home e-learning programme
homepage now live
• HSJ Awards: Don’t miss your opportunity
to apply
• Events and webinars

EU SETTLEMENT
SCHEME
Comms
A range of EUSS information to support
applicants is available on GOV.UK. This includes
translated mainstream guidance , and translated
EUSS factsheets .
Free support with complex cases
EU Delegation provides free legal support
surgeries that can be booked online. The aim of
providing one-to-one legal support to at least
10 vulnerable citizens per surgery. Local
authorities can book the surgeries for children
in care and care leavers so please share this
information with your children’s services teams.

ADASS EU SETTLEMENT
SCHEME WEBINARS
ADASS are holding a series of
webinars providing information for
those supporting adults who lack
mental capacity, including case worker
information about the Late
Application Guidance Policy.
More information

ALTURA LEARNING - LEARNING MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM AND COURSE DEMO - BRADFORD
As requested a demo session that can be viewed 'on demand‘ has been recorded.
Ideally please still register for the live sessions, but this should help those who
can't.

The link to view the demo is HERE
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